Mayo Clinic and Mayo Clinic School of Medicine

Present

Med School 101

Saturday, April 8, 2017
Program
7:30 – 11:45 a.m.

7:30 Registration and Continental Breakfast

8:00 Welcome and Introductions

8:15 The Application Process
Hear from Mayo Clinic School of Medicine (MCSOM) specialists and deans as they present an overview of the application process, interviewing and Top 10 Tips.

Diversity and Inclusion
We aspire to create a welcoming, inclusive learning environment that forges a new standard for medical training, preparing you to be a physician leader of tomorrow.
9:40 Breakout Sessions:

**Student Services**
Our MCSOM team reviews how advisors, mentors and curriculum incorporate wellness and resiliency skills into your physician training.

**Financial Aid Considerations**
Our registrar gives you information on financing your education including scholarships and student debt.

**Hands-On Simulation**
Mayo Clinic staff assists you in a virtual human dissection with our anatomage table.

**School Tour**
It’s easy to picture yourself at MCSOM with this insider tour of the new Arizona campus.

10:45 Student Q&A Panel
Current MCSOM students speak about their paths to medicine, and will answer your questions.

11:45 Closing Remarks
Mayo Clinic School of Medicine – Arizona Campus

Mayo Clinic School of Medicine is a national medical school with three campuses and limitless opportunities.

With the ability to study at one or more campuses, our students learn with diverse patient populations across multiple care settings in three unique regions of the country – all unified by our school’s shared mission and single curriculum.

Students are engaged in learning within Mayo’s community of world-class faculty, researchers and mentors. Our class size of 50 and our high faculty-to-student ratio mean students receive individualized attention and develop enduring relationships.

At Mayo Clinic School of Medicine, we offer an inclusive learning environment and a curriculum that prepares students to be culturally competent leaders with a commitment to diversity. Students have access to the latest technology and our curriculum includes online content developed by leading experts in their fields. Besides basic and clinical sciences, students also learn fundamentals of research training and scholarly activity. Mayo Clinic School of Medicine students publish research manuscripts in prestigious peer-reviewed journals at more than twice the national average.

Mayo Clinic School of Medicine is proud to incorporate a Science of Health Care Delivery (SHCD) certificate of completion into the four year curriculum. SHCD is the study and design of systems, processes, leadership and management used to optimize health care delivery. Jointly developed with Arizona State University (ASU), our medical students have the option of also pursuing a master’s degree in SHCD through ASU while enrolled in our school.

Results matter! Students from our school routinely receive extremely high residency match rates for their top choice programs across the nation – far exceeding the national averages.

Get Social – Follow Us!

facebook.com/MayoMedicalSchool
@MayoClinicSOM
instagram.com/MayoClinicSOM/
mayomedicationschoolblog.mayo.edu/
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